18  Jobs

Match the pictures to the words in the box at the bottom of the page.

_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________
_______________________  ____________________

mechanic  engineer  nurse  vet  cashier  farmer  judge
pilot  waiter  police officer  chef  teacher  musician  dentist
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Before you start, check the meaning of these words:

- Waiter
- Musician
- Nurse
- Police officer
- Vet
- Judge
- Teacher
Before you start, check the meaning of these words:

- Dentist
- Pilot
- Mechanic
- Chef
- Engineer
- Farmer
- Cashier